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THE PEOPLES OF THE GALAXY SIX STORIES TO
GUIDE YOUR DREAMS
di Falco Tarassaco (Oberto Airaudi)

In an interplanetary system there is an empire formed of worlds inhabited by
alien beings with decidedly original characteristics: flying creatures that never
settle, attracted by the depths of the sea; a species that moves at ultra-high
speed; creatures convinced they are the only one of their kind, alone in the
world they inhabit; species whose senses are limited exclusively to touch;
beings amazingly similar to Earth people; trees with very highly developed
intelligence. Science fiction? Falco tells us that “these are stories with a
specially built-in mechanism to help us dream, learning in this way to guide
our dreams. We only need to read them before going to sleep”. And in any
case, they remind us that the Earth is a just small planet on the very edge of
a galaxy.
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 L'AUTORE 
FALCO TARASSACO Oberto Airaudi (1950-2013) 
Is the spiritual guide of Damanhur and, in accordance with the community’s
tradition of having animal and plant names, he also used the name Falco
Tarassaco.Falco was a philosopher, healer, writer and artist, active in the field
of therapeutic research and new sciences. An innovative and prolific painter,
he created a personal method of alchemical painting called "selfic painting."
His paintings have been exhibited in various countries around the world.His
books have been translated into many languages, and he published his first
book at the age of 16. He then wrote and published many philosophical,
poetic and esoteric texts, all with the intention to stimulate spiritual openings
for the reader, as well as inciting profound questions about the meaning of
reality. Since he was a child, Oberto manifested a precise spiritual vision and
healing capacity, which he immediately committed himself to developing
through constant experimentation outside of classical academic
institutions.His spiritual and personal growth continued over the years
through study, research trips, reawakening of memories, development of
artistic skills, and the rediscovery of ancient knowledge.In 1975, he founded
the Horus Center in Turin, Italy to present the results of his research to the
public and begin a more intense phase of experimentation. The Center was
the first seed of an Initiatic School that brought to life the community
experience of the Federation of Damanhur. At the heart of Falco’s vision is the
conviction that every human being has a divine nature to reawaken through
conscious interaction with others. His teachings encourage the awakening of
everyone’s Inner Guide through study, experimentation, the full expression of
individual potential, and overcoming dogmatic attitudes.
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